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I.

Introduction

• The EV3 gets improved on user-friendliness,
efficiency, and software controls.
• But no enough information is available on
ultrasonic sensors’ accuracy compared
to NXT ultrasonic sensors.
• In this study, a series of tests were
conducted and the data was recorded to
compare the accuracy of each sensor in both
simple and complicated environments
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Basic Test Set-up
• Used to record the data from an ultrasonic sensor that is measuring
distance to a box at given distances to compare the accuracy of EV3 and
NXT ultrasonic sensors
 Box used as object to be detected by sensors at
various distances
 Grid to control distance
from box

 Brick, motor, and sensor setup are
used to record the data from the
sensors

 Computer to run6programs and control experiment
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Rotational /Translational Test Set-Up
• Used to test how accurately an EV3 ultrasonic sensor can measure distance

in a complex environment
 Computer

to run
programs, control
experiment

 Box used as object, to be detected by
sensors at various angles
 Grid

used to align box, with
polar and Cartesian
coordinates

 Brick,

motor, and sensor
setup are used to record the
data from the sensors
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Test Program
•

EV3 program for control and test data recording

 Record what the sensor sees while it rotates 180 degrees.
 Do back and forth for pre-defined times.
 The information is stored in a data file, which is later retrieved from the
brick and uploaded to a computer.
 Using Excel, the data is then processed, graphed, and examined.
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Test Results and Analysis

(a) Basic Test

(b) Near Wall Rotational Test

(c) Near Wall/Edge
Translational Test

Configurations of three types of tests
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Test Results and Analysis

Test results --- Distance vs Sensor Rotations (in full scale)
 The minimum distance to the box is around 90 degrees at different distances for
both EV3 and NXT, and the distribution gets flatter as sensors move away from
the box.
 The NXT sensor has "steps" in its data lines, which indicates that it has poor
distance resolution
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Test Results and Analysis
EV3

NXT

Test results in X-Y coordinates (in full scale)
where X=D*cos(θ), Y=D*sin(θ), D is measured distance and θ is sensor rotation angle.
 The EV3 sensor is more accurate (finer resolution) than the NXT sensor, since it
reveals more details, esp. at near distances.
 The increased near circle shape as sensors move away from the box indicates
increased view angles (see next slide for more explanation)
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Test Results and Analysis
EV3

NXT

• Test results from the basic test set-up in X-Y coordinates (Zoomed-In)
 EV3 sensor can detect very small changes in distance (measured to 1mm).
the zoom-in graph clearly shows that EV3 sensors can recognize objects
better than NXT sensors, especially in the range of distance < 30cm
 the ultrasonic sensor view angles for both EV3 and NXT look to be about the same
(22 deg. in the yellow area where measured minimum
distance is the same at
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different distances. )

Test Results and Analysis
• Test results from the basic test set-up in X-Y coordinates (4 rounds)

 The data from four rounds of testing are plotted on the same graph.
- EV3 sensor has a very narrow error range
- The NXT sensor detects distances with a much larger error range
- The graphs seem to show two arcs on EV3 sensor, which is a result of the
sensor sweeping left and then sweeping right
- The NXT data is dispersed too widely to see much of a difference
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Test Results and Analysis

Correlation of measured and reference distance and error percentage
(using raw data in range of 90 ± 1deg)
 Both sensors show reasonably good correlation at longer distance (>40cm)
 EV3, however, shows better correlation at shorter distance, esp. when distance
14
is <25cm.
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Test Results and Analysis

(a) Basic Test

(b) Near Wall Rotational Test

(c) Near Wall/Edge
Translational Test

Configurations of three types of tests
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Test Results and Analysis

Box at 30°

15°
0°

Sensor mounted horizontally

Sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs. Sensor Rotations (Near wall rotation)
• The way to mount ultrasonic sensor produces slightly different results but with
similar general trends
• The ultrasonic sensor can tell the difference of the box tilted angle. The graphs
show the minimum distance increases when the angle of the box is increasing.
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Test Results and Analysis

X-Y coordinate
Sensor mounted horizontally

Sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs Sensor Rotations (Near wall rotation, in X-Y coordinate )
• Ultrasonic sensor can recognize the different angle of the box , which
shifts anti-clockwise, as the angle increases.
• The way to mount ultrasonic sensor has slightly different effects on
detecting the tilted angle but with similar general trends.
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Test Results and Analysis

(a) Basic Test

(b) Near Wall Rotational Test

(c) Near Wall/Edge
Translational Test

Configurations of three types of tests
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Test Results and Analysis
• The box is slanted at 0°,15° and 30°. The EV3 sensor measures distance to the
left edge of the box front surface.
• The sensor also measures distance when the box is at 30° and the sensor is
parallel to the box left side face.

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted horizontally

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs. Sensor Translation (left edge translation test, larger scale)
 When the box is at 0 degrees, the sensor detects a gradual decrease in distance as
it moves towards the left edge because the sensor sees the box's left side face first.
 There are some wave reflections at around 39 - 40 cm because of the left side of
the box.
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Test Results and Analysis
• The box is slanted at 0°,15° and 30°. A sensor measures distance to the left
edge of the box front surface.
• The sensor also measures distance when the box is at 30° and the sensor is
parallel to the box left side face.

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted horizontally

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs. Sensor Translation (left edge translation test, zoomed-in)
 As the slanted angle increases, it takes longer for the sensor to detect the left
edge and the decrease in distance becomes even more gradual (the left edge is
harder to detect)
 When the sensor is parallel to the edge of the box at 30 degrees, the sensor
detects a sharper change in distance (left edge
of the box) andWISER'2014
detects it earlier,
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which is more accurate.

Test Results and Analysis
• The box is slanted at 0°,15° and 30°. A sensor measures distance to the right
edge of the box front surface.
• The sensor also measures distance when the box is at 30° and the sensor is
parallel to the box right side face.

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted horizontally

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs. Sensor Translation (right edge translation test, larger scale)
 The data is much more scattered for all angles on the right side compared to
the left side, as seen in previous two slides, because of the greater distance.
 There are many complicated wave reflections at around 35 - 40 cm because of
the right face of the box.
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 The distance to the box increases as the angle increases.

Test Results and Analysis
• The box is slanted at 0°,15° and 30°. A sensor measures distance to the right
edge of the box front surface.
• The sensor also measures distance when the box is at 30° and the sensor is
parallel to the box right side face.

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted horizontally

EV3 ultrasonic sensor mounted vertically

Distance vs. Sensor Translation (right edge translation test, zoomed-in)

 The distance changes gradually when the sensor is mounted horizontally,
which makes it harder to see a clear jump in distance and therefore makes it
harder to detect the right edge.
 When the sensor is mounted vertically, there is a sharper jump at smaller
22
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Application to Robofest Robotic Challenges
Robofest 2014 Game description:
• In Robofest 2014 AMD (Avoid Meltdown) for senior group, Teams are required
to deliver balls/egg into a box and to measure the volume of the box. The
error of the volume measurement is counted towards the final score.
Melt Zone

•
•
•

Melt Zone

The length (e) of the box is unknown, as is the height; these are to be measured by
the robot. In addition, the angle of the box to the edge of the table is also unknown.
The depth (f) is given.
The focus for game teams was the length (e) at any angle, because the height was
relatively easier to measure.
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Application to Robofest Robotic Challenges
Robofest 2014 Game Analysis:
•
•
•

•
•

The challenge in this task was to accurately detect the left and right edge of the box
and to measure the distance from the robot to the edges.
The key to having a more accurate volume is to accurately detect the left and right
edges of the box.
Based on the test results reported in this paper, it is very important to have the correct
trigger point for locating the left and right edges, especially on the right edge.
The data shows that the left edge is relatively sharp and is not as sensitive to a very
conservative trigger point (i.e 30 cm). It is difficult, however, to set up a precise trigger
point for the right edge due to the unknown angle and box size.
If the trigger point is too aggressive (too small), the robot might stop too early, before
the edge. If the trigger point is too conservative (too large), the robot might overshoot
the right edge and stop late.
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Start
Yes
trip count<1
No
Move to the box then detect left edge,
move about 10cm into the box

Yes

trip count<2
Move to the box then detect left edge

No
Rotate sensor to find Dmin and
ϴmin near the wall

Move to the box then detect
left edge

Move 10cm along the table

Use ϴmin to Rotate sensor to align to
the box

Drop ball
Move 10cm along the table
Activate translational motor to move
into the box (2/3 Delta distance)

Drop ball

Drop ball

detect right edge , calculate edge
length L and volume

detect right edge calculate edge
length L, and delta distance
Return home
No

•

The sensor can be moved
closer to the box through
translational motor

trip count>4

•

Yes

Report Volume

End
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The ultrasonic sensor can be
angled parallel to the slant of
the box (parallel to the edges
of the box).

Flowchart (RobotC) for 2014 Sr. AMD Game
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Summary
(1) The EV3 ultrasonic sensor has better measurement accuracy than the NXT
sensor, esp. when the distance is short (<25cm), but the two sensors have
about similar view angles.
(2) The EV3 US sensor has readings with smaller variation range (less error
than the NXT sensor) than that of NXT US sensor.
(3) Mounting the ultrasonic sensor horizontally vs vertically does not affect
general trends
(4) It is much easier for the ultrasonic sensor to detect the left edge of a
slanted box than it is to detect the right edge while translating
horizontally. The trigger point for the right edge is key to accurately
measuring the length of the box in 2014 senior game.
(5) It is a challenge to get a good volume measurement due to nature of US
accuracy and complicated wave physics around complex surroundings
(slanted box with unknown angles), it is, however, still possible to improve
the accuracy through program control and hardware buildings as
mentioned in this presentation.
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